
Rolling High-Speed Aluminium 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

High-Speed Door in Aluminium structure is suitable for its installation in heavy traffic 

areas with fast opening and closing requirements. It has been designed for its use in 

warehouses or premises of any industrial sector: logistics, automobile,...

The door is composed by a PVC canvas and an aluminium frame with drum cover and galvani-

zed steel supports.

The noise reduction function is achieved thanks to the replacement of the steel ribs in the 

canvas by high-density polymer profiles with mould exclusively designed for Inkema, as 

well as joints system which reduces the noise in motion providing better airtightness.  

DIMENSIONES

ESTRUCTURE 

The structure of the new high-speed doors is composed by a 

simple set of 3 different anodized aluminium profiles, 

which combined set up the complete frame.

This new door structure is much 

lighter, practical and 

elegant than the previous 

ones. But above all, it is easier 

to install and, in the event of 

malfunction, to repair. All the 

electric installation is hidden 

behind the frame.
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Motorized high-speed door in aluminium structure to be installed indoor

TECHNICAL DATA

· Use:           Indoor

· Estructure:           Aluminium

· Maximum Size:           4000 x 4000 mm.

· Canvas Material:           High-resistance PVC (900g/sqm)

· Maximum Speed:           Opening: (~1,8m/sec)

          Closing: (~0,8m/sec)

· Input:           230V, 50Hz/60Hz 1Ph

· Limit switch:           Encoder

· Safety:           Safety beam (standard)        

          Lateral safety curtain (optional).  

· Control panel:           Frequency inverter/ Converter

· Compliance:           EN13241-1

EXCEED SAFETY LEVELS:
Fully flexible canvas, free of rigid elements which may cause 
accidents in operation.

FAST INSTALLATION WITH REPAIR SYSTEM:
In the event of accident, it can get back to operation easily 
without the intervention of a technician.

GUARANTEED NOISE REDUCTION:
The new Inkema’s exclusive high-density polymer profiles 
reduce the canvas friction.

EXCELLENT VALUE:

The high quality performance offered by this door together 

with a very competitive price make this door a perfect choice.

FAST, EASY AND SILENT OPERATION

This door is specially conceived for indoor intensive use. It eases a fluid traffic thanks to its fast 

opening with low noise level, implying also energetic saving and bigger efficiency.

It offers an opening speed up to ~1.8m/sec, depending on the door’s dimension, and its 

closing speed is ~1.0m/sec.

The new Inkema’s exclusive high-density polymers reduce canvas friction and therefore 

reduce the noise in raising and lowering the canvas.

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS
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4

1. Cover
2. Lateral Guides
3. Canvas
4.Control Panel

2

1

Opening speed

~1.8 m/sec

H max. : 4000mm. 

W max. : 4000mm.
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Door’s lateral Safety curtains Door’s motor Anodized aluminium frame

OPERATION 

The door operates by the combination of a geared motor up to 0.55kW and an 

electric control panel with inverter. This system regulates the motor’s speed when 

the canvas gets closer to the highest point and also to the lowest, reducing any 

vibration and giving a longer life to the set. The system provides a faster 

opening / closing when it rotates the canvas cylinder to open or to close the 

door. In the event of blackout, it is possible to declutch the motor and use the 

handle to open or to close the door. This motor works at 130 rpm and its power 

input is 230V single-phase.

Its control panel is composed by protection and power components, as well as 

a frequency inverter (optional). 

SAFETY SYSTEMS

The High-Speed PRAE door incorporates: photocells as a safety system. This photocell 

is essential for the traffic of goods and persons through the premises, preventing any 

possible accident. This door can be optionally equipped with a safety curtain. It operates 

during the closing, stopping the door and opening it again when it detects an object. 

Encoder motor attached to door’s frame

Photocell (standard) Safety curtain (optional) 

FEATURES

Further to the standard technical characteristics of the high-speed 

doors, Inkema offers others optional improvements:

COLOUR RANGE

The available colours for the canvas are: white, cream, yellow, orange, 

red, light blue, dark blue, grey and black. 

CANVAS:  

RAL 9003 RAL1015 RAL 1003 RAL 2004

RAL 3002 RAL 5015 RAL5010 RAL 6026

RAL 9005RAL 7037

Features Standard        Optional

Safety beam

Frequency 

inverter

Photocell 

curtain

Motor cover

Motor to the front

Vision panels

Extra row of 

vision panels
Standard features     

Optional features

* The Rolling High-Speed Door in Aluminium (PRAE)  has been 

calculated and designed pursuant to the following European directives:

UNE -EN 12453 & UNE-EN 13241


